
Signature Strength Programme - Assessment and Monitoring

URICA (University of Rhode Island Change Assessment Scale) is used within 

the Signature Strengths programme to help pupils focus upon the cycle of change,  

and learn and consolidate new skills. It also is used as a baseline assessment and 

pupil evaluation, to enable on-going monitoring and evaluation of the Signature 

Strengths programme's impact on pupils who attend the programme. The Coping 

Self Efficacy Scale (CSES) is also utilised. 

Initially, URICA should be administered within a prior support session with each pupil who attends the 

Signature Strengths programme, to faciliate discussion and support in regards to learning new skills and 

behavioural change. Concrete goals and reasons should be agreed with the pupil, through discussion,  in  

regards to the purpose of the Signature Strengths programme for their current individual and unique needs. 

These goals and reasons should be documented (for example, within the school support plan), and can be 

used to help motivate the pupil  within the cycle of change. URICA should be further utilised to support this 

process, and can be used to review each pupil's progress.

For  baseline assessment  and motivational  puposes,  URICA should be administered at  the prior  support  

session  as  outlined  above,  and  at  around sessions  3,6,8,  and  10.  School-based  practitioenrs  can  assess  

whether URICA should be adnminsiteres as part of a one-to-one session or within the group framework,  

depending upon an individual pupil's needs. 

The Coping  Self  Efficacy  Scale  (CSES)  is  a  self-report  scale  used  within  the  Signature  Strengths 

programme, which measures pupil confidence in performing coping behaviours,  and assesses individual 

coping skills. The CSES subscales are centred upon emotional regulation and coping skills. 

Please Note:  There are activities in the workshops that gather ongoing feedback from the pupils (which is  

held on post-it notes and the A3 flip chart or display board). Please ensure that this feedback is recorded and  

kept (for example, if using a display board, practitioners will need to take a photo of the feedback recorded).  

This  pupil  feedback is  another part  of  the pupil  monitoring process of  the workshops,  and needs to be 

collated and recorded.  
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URICA  – Cycle of Change. 
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Please note any further feedback or responses that URICA elicits from pupils, and write these 

on the BACK of the URICA forms.
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Please complete  the following confidential  form. It  is  focused upon supporting you to get  a  

measure of how confident you feel in sorting things out when things aren't going too well. 
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Pupil Number:

Pupil Initials:

Pupil Age:

Pupil Gender:
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Coping Self  Efficacy Scale  (CSES) Scoring is  done manually.  A higher  score suggests that  a 

person is more confident in their ability to cope. 

Further Information: 

PLEASE ensure the assessment scales are undertaken regularly, at the beginning, middle and end of 

the  Signature  Strengths  Programme.   The  scales  can  support  pupils'  engagement,  review their 

feelings of confidence in applying the new skills they are learning, and monitor where they are in 

their cycle of change in learning and applying the Signature Strengths Programme's skills to support 

new behaviours.

PLEASE ensure that pupils are allocated a UNIQUE NUMBER each, and this UNIQUE number is 

used across all the forms they complete, otherwise the monitoring forms are invalid. The assessment 

scales are designed to monitor changes and information for EACH pupil across a period of TIME, 

therefore the forms have to be able to be collated by each pupil's UNIQUE NUMBER. 
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